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Sustainable Actions for Economic Growth through
Tourism

Social media account links:
facebook.com/ungheni.md, 

Period of implementation: 01.01.2022 - 30.06.2024

EaP countries:
Moldova

Total budget: € 762 251

Implementing organisation(s):
Ungheni City Hall

Project website: ungheni.md

Project description:
With European Union support, the project focuses on sustainable economic and social development, depending on the
specific needs and resources, with an emphasis on improving the tourist infrastructure and capitalizing on the local
natural, historical and cultural heritage. Thus, a set of integrated tourist products will be created, competitive at the
regional level, corresponding to the available tourist resources and positioning this field in the main economic priorities of
the district.
The project's aim is the sustainable economic development and the creation of a positive image of Ungheni region as a
tourist destination.

Expected results:
- One market survey regarding touristic and cultural offers and destinations, meant to identify business opportunities in
touristic and cultural fields in order to determine strategic priorities for this field.
- Workshops for capitalisation of local handicrafts aiming to create a friendly and useful environment for developing
entrepreneurship activities coming from traditional products.
- One database of local and regional craftsmen created and made available.
- Cycles of masterclasses for broad public spreading traditions and culture of the region.
- Cycles of tour visits for national journalists and tourist operators from twin cities having the goal to promote regional
tourism at the international level.
- One local cluster of touristic promotors created and association to a similar cross-border cluster positioning the region as
a cross-border touristic attraction.
- Summer camps with participants from twin cities carried out, increasing Ungheni image on the international level.
- Exhibition of pictures realized in photovoice organized raising tourists' interest for the region.
- One web-based digital infrastructure of virtual Tourist Information Centre created, supporting tourists in searching
appropriate destinations and accessing touristic packages.
- Information traffic signs with QR codes installed, contributing to a better information of touristic destinations and
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